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Leigh Sterling and Jodie Whitehouse share a deep love and extreme passion in the bedroom. But when Jodie's desire for a child becomes inevitable, it clashes with Leigh's career ambitions as well as with her lack of maternal instinct, and forces them apart. They
go through life separately and, as years go by, their attempts at other relationships fail to measure up to the power of the union they once shared. When they see each other again eleven years after their painful breakup, an opportunity arises to explore if they
really were each other's one true love.
New! Revised Author's Edition. “The songs we sang, the clothes we wore, the way we made love. Absolutely perfect!” —Publisher’s Weekly Spanning the years from the optimistic post-War 1940s to the Mad Men 1950s and rebellious “Make Love, Not War” 1960s,
DECADES is about three generations of women and the dynamic but flawed man they all loved. Evelyn, talented but insecure, faithful to the traditional values she grew up with, is a loyal and loving wife whose marriage means everything to her. Nick, handsome
and ambitious, a chameleon who changes with the changing times, is her successful but restless husband. Joy, their daughter, coming of age at a time of anger and rebellion, needs them both but is torn between them. Barbara is the other woman. Younger than
Evelyn, accomplished but alone, she wonders if she can have everything--including another woman's husband. But can she? Is she willing to pay the price? And how will Evelyn handle her rebellious daughter, her straying husband and the threat to her marriage?
Sweeping in scope yet intimate in detail, DECADES is the emotional, compelling story of family and marriage, betrayal and healing. DECADES REVIEWS: “A brilliant book. Three generations of women are succinctly capsuled in this novel by a writer who has all the
intellect of Mary McCarthy, all the insight of Joan Didion. Rarely have attitudes been so probingly examined—tough, trenchant, chic and ultra-sophisticated, Ms. Harris recreates the decades in which her heroines lived, from zoot suits and Sammy Kaye, through
Eisenhower, Elvis and poodle-cut hairdos to moon walks, Mick Jagger and micro-minis. Readers will be entertained and few will be able to forget what Decades has to say about men and women and the games people play.” —Fort Worth Star-Telegram “A terrific
novel about a singular single girl.” —Cosmopolitan “Ruth Harris has re-created both the style and substance of three decades of American life—from the bobby socks and innocence of the Forties, to the crinolines and caution of the Fifties, to the bra-less T-shirts
and alienation of the Sixties.” —Book-of-the-Month Club “Powerful. A gripping novel that depicts the lives and loves of three generations of women.” —Women Today Book Club “I read Decades straight through at one sitting and the more I think about that, the
more impressive the novel seems.” —Houston Post DECADES, Book #3 in the Park Avenue Series, was originally published in hard cover by Simon & Schuster. All 5 books in the Park Avenue Series are all available on GooglePlay. Love And Money (Book #1)—Rich
girl, poor girl. Sisters and strangers until murder—and the handsome, brilliant man they both love—bring them face to face. “Richly plotted. First-class entertainment.” —NY Times "Fast-paced, superior fiction. A terrifically satisfying 'good read.'" —Fort Lauderdale
News Sun-Sentinel https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=6TD3AgAAQBAJ Husbands And Lovers, Book #2 in the Park Avenue Series. Million copy NYT bestseller! Winner, Best Contemporary, Romantic Times! The story of a shy wallflower who turns herself
into a lovely and desirable woman and the two handsome, successful men who compete for her love. "Steamy and fast-paced." --Cosmopolitan https://play.google.com/store/books/details/Ruth_Harris_Husbands_And_Lovers_Park_Avenue_Series?id=-DX3AgAAQBAJ
Modern Women (Book # 4)--Million-copy NYT bestseller! Three likable, dynamic women--and the men in their lives. The right men. The wrong men. The maybe men. "Funny, sad, vivid, and raunchy. Harris seeks to enliven and entertain, and she does it in spades."
--The Cleveland Plain-Dealer "Ruth Harris's rapier wit spices up a superb 'rags to riches' novel. You'll love Modern Women." --West Coast Review of Books "Sharp and stylishly written." --Chicago Sun-Times
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=oHH4AgAAQBAJ The Last Romantics (Book # 5)--A sweeping love story set in Paris and New York during the champagne-fizzed Jazz Age of the 1920's. He is dashing, handsome and celebrated but dangerously flawed.
She is a gifted fashion designer who has the world at her feet. She is beautiful, charming, lonely, haunted."I love it, I love it! Fantastic, immensely readable." --Cosmopolitan "Gloriously romantic" --Kirkus
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/Ruth_Harris_The_Last_Romantics_Park_Avenue_Series?id=lav4AgAAQBAJ Keywords: womens fiction, womens literary fiction, literature & fiction, Historical Women's Fiction NYC, Historical fiction, Historical fiction 20th
Century, upmarket women’s fiction, romance, marriage, divorce, wife, divorced woman, single woman, single mom, millionaire, publishing, cheating husband, New York, NYC, divorced parents, 1960s, 1940s, 1950s, WW II, sexual revolution, New York City,
Nantucket island
When pasts collide with the present, and secrets are revealed, will love be enough? Or will one lie destroy it all? When you’ve hidden behind a mask for so long, would you reveal yourself for love? Get all three books of The Royal Protector Academy Trilogy in one
complete box set. Join Tristan and Serena as they go on a darkly seductive journey of forbidden love, twists, and sacrifices. VERNAL (Book One) Sheltered, and unable to escape her bloodline, Serena St. Michael has spent the last two years training at the Royal
Protector Academy. Struggling with a dark past, Tristan Gallagher's current assignment is to protect a lifetime of secrets. One chance encounter will change everything. Serena must decide if she will follow her heart, forsaking all she's ever known and risking a
future worse than non-existence. Tristan will break every rule to save Serena, even if he can't keep her. In their world of darkness, one love will ignite an ancient war. When pasts collide with the present, and secrets are revealed, will love be enough? Or will one
lie destroy it all? When you've hidden behind a mask for so long, would you reveal yourself for love? 2017 Penned Con Award Nominee for Best Audiobook AEQUUS (Book Two) What if the person you were meant to be with could never be yours? For Serena St.
Michael and Tristan Gallagher, this is reality. Tristan has accepted his impending nuptials. He's returned to his realm and his betrothed. Their unification will create peace. Serena is still struggling with her protector's choice. With a firm resolve, she will forsake her
own future in order to save him. Their love will trigger an ancient war. Can Serena and Tristan rewrite their destinies? Or will the Vergina Sun prophecy be fulfilled, and the lovers fall to fate? Welcome back to the Royal Protector Academy. 2017 UTOPiA Award
Nominee for Best Bestie or Buddy NOX (Book Three) What if rewriting your destiny means that you must sacrifice the one you love? Serena St. Michael has forsaken her future for him. Tristan Gallagher has renounced the throne for her. The Vergina Sun prophecy
has been fulfilled, but at what cost? Their love has renewed an ancient war. With Serena gone, will Tristan save her in time? Or will the dark army of Diablo Fairies descend upon the Royal Protector Academy, destroying the London clan's legacy and ending the
existence of the gargoyle race forever? 2018 OUAB Award Nominee for Swoon-Worthy Romance 2018 UTOPiA Award Nominee for Best Supernatural Lead This dangerously exciting and darkly romantic series will take your breath away. It can be read as a standalone trilogy or after the bestselling Revelation series. Intended for mature readers (18+) due to language, mild violence, and sexual situations.
Three full-length sensual Regency romances make up this boxed set about a trio of widows. Extra! Extra! Read all about it ... In THE GOSSIP OF AN EARL, The Earl of Fennington has a secret identity—that of Mr. Pepperidge, editor of London's premiere gossip rag,
The Tattler. While attending a garden party as Fennington, he meets and falls in love with Lady Emelia. The attraction is mutual, for despite knowing better, she allows him to kiss her behind a hedgerow. Who will know but them? Why, Mr. Pepperidge, of course!
Desperate to spend more time with Emelia, Fennington employs a bit of blackmail to force Emelia to meet with him. Disguised as Mr. Pepperidge, he insists she provide him the on-dit she hears in Mayfair parlors. That, or he'll print the news of her kiss with the earl
in The Tattler! With mistaken identities ruling the reports in the rag and a new Gossip Goddess sharing news of obscure aristocrats, is it any wonder the members of the ton love to hate gossip? Or do they really love gossip? When a widow just out of mourning
returns to her position as a operative with the Foreign Office, she's assigned to help another spy regain his abilities after his experience with the horrors of war. What she doesn't know is that he's been assigned to her for an entirely different reason. Deception and
intrigue highlight THE ENIGMA OF A WIDOW, a sensual tale of two spies with the same insane assignment—each other. Nothing makes a man more lonely than his secrets. The same might be said for women. THE SECRETS OF A VISCOUNT finds Godfrey, Viscount
Thorncastle, with a secret he’d rather not tell anyone, including the woman for whom he has held a candle for over twenty years. Elise, the widow of Lord Lancaster, has had enough of marriage, but pining for the chance at motherhood, she may just have to
consider Godfrey’s proposal. If he can just get it right. The man has some preconceived notions about his true love, none of which are true. But then, she has some of the same notions about him. And none of them are real! Misunderstandings must be overcome in
this sensual tale of secrets and numbers.
A Diamond Magnate Series
All I Want Series Complete Boxset
Z-Burbia: The Complete Series Boxset
No Strings Attached: The Pink Bean Series The Complete Royal Protector Academy Series Box Set
The Color of Heaven Series Boxed Set

Lance Michelli is on a quest to discover the secrets his grandmother cannot tell. What happened all those years ago, and what is it she so desperately needs him to find? The old villa in
Sonoma holds the answers, but it is now owned by a young woman who neither knows nor cares about his mission. But Rese Barret is a force to contend with, and her own impending storm could
sweep him up as their sparring creates a fierce and uncomfortable attraction. From bestselling author Kristen Heitzmann.
When Lucy Ashford lands a top job at a leading theatrical agency in London, work mixes with pleasure, as she literally falls into the arms of Hollywood heartthrob Daniel Miller. Handsome,
charming and irresistible, Daniel is just what unlucky-in-love Lucy needs, and she is quickly drawn into his glittering celebrity lifestyle. But can she tame the A-list bad boy or is she
just one more girl in Daniel s long line of conquests? And then there's up-and-coming actor Owen Somers, fiercely talented but as yet uncast in a starring role. After she takes him onto the
agency's books, Owen and Lucy's friendship slowly grows. If she looks closely, Lucy's leading man might be right before her very eyes...
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! Enjoy this box set of Book 1-5 of the Action! Series with all the men you’ve grown to adore. Acting Naughty; Book 1 Keith O’Leary has been trying to break into
acting for ages. When a part in the newest cable television drama, Forever Young, is offered, Keith struggles with the idea of playing a gay man. Adam Lewis, his agent, persuades Keith to
accept the role, knowing it’s a chance to star in the biggest new hit on TV. Keith reluctantly agrees, dreading working in a diner like his roommate/girlfriend, Patty, to make the rent
money. When Keith meets his fabulous co-star, Carl Bronson, his anxiety is piqued. He has to kiss this man on camera, and much more. Playing Dirty; Book 2 Their love or their careers. This
sequel to Acting Naughty shows just how bad the Hollywood hypocrisy could be when it comes to gay men coming out of the closet. It appears that playing dirty, is the only choice they have.
Agonizing over having to pretend they are straight for any possibility of a leading man part in a motion picture, both men have to come to a decision as to what they value most. Getting it
in the End: Book 3 You know him. You’ve seen him attempt to marry Sharon Tice in Mark and Sharon, be swept off his feet by the ex-LAPD cop, Steve Miller in Capital Games, begging
forgiveness from his best friend Jack Larsen in When Adam Met Jack, seduced by two young handsome television stars in Playing Dirty, but who is Mark Antonious Richfield? In Los Angeles,
California where everyone is a ten, Mark is an eleven. Too gorgeous for everyone’s good, Mark is terribly flawed, and knows it. Find out Mark’s side of the story, and fly with him as he
falters through his life, trying, pleading, and usually not succeeding. Mark Richfield. Love him or hate him, he is a fascinating study in human nature. Behaving Badly; Book 4 For once,
Mark Antonious Richfield thought everything was going well in his life. His full time job at Parsons and Company was fulfilling and his side career of modeling for a cologne ad was
enjoyable. He and the love of his life, ex-LAPD officer, Steve Miller, as well as their best friends Jack Larsen and Adam Lewis, seemed to be getting along perfectly. What could possibly go
wrong? When a young eighteen year old man appears at their door, their whole world turns on its head. Though Mark at first couldn’t see anything unusual about the teenager, the minute Steve
set eyes on Alexander Lehman, he knew he was a Richfield clone. Mark had an illegitimate son, one as sensual, gorgeous, and mischievous as himself. Dripping Hot; Book 5 With the Christmas
party approaching, Mark Richfield is trying to cope with the pressure of the holidays, his out of control son, Alex, and too many men involved in his life to keep his sanity intact. It
seems the popular idea at Parsons and Company is to have Mark play Santa Claus at the office gala. His latest ad for cologne has all of LA buzzing as his image hit all the billboards on
Santa Monica Boulevard and the Sunset Strip; a half naked sexpot, Mark Antonious is exposed to entice the masses, not to mention the gay men in his office.
For the first time ever, all six books of the All I Want Series are in one boxset! Choose Me: As soon as I moved from the city to a small town, I attracted the attention of the town's
hottest cop. The only problem is...we work on opposite sides of the law and he's running for sheriff. When the election heats up, will he choose me? Be with Me: When Jack comes back to save
his father's business, I noticed he's filled out since high school. When he stops by my bakery each morning with a boyish smile and wink, I don't want to be friends anymore. It's time to
show him, I'm all grown up. All I want is for him to be with me. Burn for Me: I've worked for this promotion for years. I'm determined to get it, and I won't let anyone or anything stand in
my way. Not even Logan Grey. His irresistible charm, sex appeal and cocky grin won't distract me from my goal. There's just one problem, I want Logan too. Trust in Me: Quiet, smart, and
totally not my type, Professor Sawyer Hudson needs me. One date, one charity dinner, to boost his reputation on campus. I'm going to do it. Only because I need him too. Stay with Me: I
never thought I’d be back in my hometown, but here I am living with my parents. I keep telling myself it’s only temporary but the hardest part is facing everyone I left behind—including
Wyatt Carter. Take a Chance on Me: I had no idea when Sadie Cole caught my eye, that she would also steal my heart. My daughter’s new dance teacher with her jet black hair and haunting blue
eyes intrigued me. Her tight outfits and bare skin taunted me. Most importantly, she was amazing with my daughter. But Sadie’s reputation proceeded her... and I couldn’t afford any
entanglements that would cost me custody of my daughter.
Episode One of Season One
Secrets (The Michelli Family Series Book #1)
French Kissing: Pilot Episode
Gay M/M Erotic Romance "Summer Heat Series Bundle" Daddy/Boy Enemies to Lovers, Friends to Lovers MM Romance
The Color of Heaven Series Collection
Wishing Well, Texas Series Box Set Vol.3, Books 9-12 (Borrowing Bentley, Loving Jackson, Educating Holden, Kissing Beau)
Read the first books in four bestselling romance series: The Romero Brothers, Billionaires of Belmont, The Bride Series, and Accidentally Flirting with the CEO, all in one volume. The Billionaire s Bride for a Day (Billionaires of Belmont Book 1) The Billionaire s SecondChance Bride (The Romero Brothers Book 1) An Unexpected Bride (The Bride Series Book 1) Accidentally Flirting with the CEO (Accidentally Flirting with the CEO Books 1-3) REVIEWS "For me, this was one of those books you cuddle up with on a stormy day, with your
favorite beverage in your favorite chair, and just get lost in the story. .. This sweet and humorous romance is sure to keep you entertained as well as have you giggling. "-JUST ONE MORE PARAGRAPH If you love a romance that's filled with laughs, ups, downs, twists and
turns then this is for you. I am now a fan of Shadonna Richards and I can't wait to see what she has in store for her readers next!" -Reviews by Molly THANK YOU FOR THIS BOOK!, You had me with The Romero's Brothers, But OMG! The Belmonts (Dane and Olivia), You hit it
out of the park. Let's not mention the last two pages of the book. WOW! ‒AMZ REVIEW I am addicted to Shadonna s books!! I absolutely loved the Romero series and now just as i thought am already loving the Belmont's. This sexy, steamy love story between Olivia and
Dane will surely keep you wanting more. Your in for a big surprise with a twist i NEVER saw coming!! --AMZ REVIEW Again Shadonna Richards has excelled with this second book of the series... This is the story of Lucas and Maxine..If you love a feel good gooey romance this
book is for you.. you will laugh out loud at times..you will also tear up..I cannot wait for the next book in the series.. you have to read this book you will not be disappointed.. I will give nothing of the story away I detest spoilers.. I recommend this book 100% - Goodreads
reviewer I could not put this down. I enjoyed how the characters worked their way into each other's life by being friends first and turning into a fairy tale romance… a mystery, thriller, and romance… - Goodreads reviewer
Claire and Juliette have been best friends for twenty years. Together they own a successful PR agency in Paris, but their journey to success has come at a price. Juliette and her partner Nadia have drifted apart after ten years together while Claire hasn t been on a real date
for as long as she can remember. Meanwhile, their happily single employee Steph is getting a bit too close to a new, high-profile client. Warning: This title contains sensual language, ladies making love and cliffhangers.
After Elle kisses Noah during her school's Spring Carnival, the two wind up in a flawed relationship and Elle wonders whether or not she will get her "happily-ever-after."
New town, new college, new people, Edie's feeling overwhelmed. What if nobody wants to be her friend? But then something happens that turns her life upside down: Edie spots Dylan. Messy-haired, pouty, frustratingly elusive Dylan. . . Fast forward to the college trip to Paris
and things are really heating up. In between the shopping, the clubbing, the kissing and the making up, something happens between Edie and Dylan that changes both their lives for ever. But do boys like Dylan ever play for keeps?
The Widows of the Aristocracy: Boxed Set
A Steamy Contemporary Romance Boxset
Once in a Lifetime
Diamonds are Forever Boxed Set: The Complete Trilogy
Anna and the French Kiss
Covert Series Box Set
It's never too late to find the right person... and yourself along the way. Micky Ferro has lived her entire life according to other people's expectations. She married a man, had two children, and became a dutiful stay-athome mom in suburban Sydney. Until she realized, with a little help from her best friend, that her picture-perfect life wasn't making her happy. On the first anniversary of her divorce, Micky decides it's time for the
next step in her journey and gets a job at her neighborhood coffeeshop, The Pink Bean. Becoming a barista sparks a big change in Micky's daily routine, but could loud-spoken American customer Robin do the same for her
love life? Don't miss the first book in this heart-warming new series from the bestselling author of the French Kissing and High Rise series.
Enjoy the first three books in the bestselling Color of Heaven series in this delightful collection. “The Color of Heaven' is pure reading pleasure. MacLean's well-paced, fluid prose takes readers through the full
expression of family and love. Family drama, the pain of loss, the hope of new beginnings, and falling deeply for the new man--it's all in focus in this women's fiction series.” —JustKindleBooks THE COLOR OF HEAVEN - Book
1 A deeply emotional tale about Sophie Duncan, a successful columnist whose world falls apart after her daughter's unexpected illness and her husband's shocking affair. When it seems nothing else could possibly go wrong,
her car skids off an icy road and plunges into a frozen lake. There, in the cold dark depths of the water, a profound and extraordinary experience unlocks the surprising secrets from Sophie's past, and teaches her what it
means to truly live...and love. Full of surprising twists and turns and a near-death experience that will leave you breathless, this story is not to be missed. THE COLOR OF DESTINY - Book 2 Eighteen years ago a teenage
pregnancy changed Kate Worthington’s life forever. Faced with many difficult decisions, she chose to follow her heart and embrace an uncertain future with the father of her baby and her devoted first love. At the same
time, in another part of the world, sixteen-year-old Ryan Hamilton makes his own share of mistakes, but learns important lessons along the way. Twenty years later, Kate's and Ryan's paths cross in a way they could never
expect, which makes them question the possibility of destiny. Even when all seems hopeless, could it be that everything happens for a reason, and we end up exactly where we are meant to be? THE COLOR OF HOPE - Book 3
Diana Moore has led a charmed life. She’s the daughter of a wealthy senator and living a glamorous city life, and is confident her handsome live-in boyfriend is about to propose. But everything is turned upside down when
she learns of a mysterious woman who lives and works nearby – a woman who is her exact mirror image. Diana is compelled to discover the truth about this woman’s identity, but the truth leads her down a path of secrets,
betrayals, and shocking discoveries about her past. These discoveries follow her like a shadow. Then she meets Dr. Jacob Peterson—a brilliant cardiac surgeon with an uncanny ability to heal those who are broken. With his
help, Diana embarks upon a journey to restore her belief in the human spirit, and recover a sense of hope - that happiness, and love, may still be within reach for those willing to believe in second chances.
Immerse yourself in all five seasons of this fast-paced lesbian romance, set in the most romantic city in the world! At over 1500 pages (450.000 words) with hundreds of 5-star reviews, French Kissing is lesbian serialised
fiction at its most dramatic, romantic and steamy. Perfect for binge reading! This box set includes ALL FIVE SEASONS at one low price. Paris... City of lights, City of love, City of drama! French Kissing follows a group
of Parisian women as they navigate the stormy waters of love and life. Claire and Juliette have been best friends for twenty years. Together they own a successful PR agency, but their journey to success has come at a
price. Juliette and her partner Nadia have drifted apart after ten years together while Claire hasn’t been on a real date for as long as she can remember. Meanwhile, their happily single employee Steph is getting a bit
too close to a new, high-profile client. Warning: This title contains sensual language, ladies making love and possibly more feelings than you can process.
Four women. One building. A million complications. High Rise is a series of lesbian erotic romance novellas focusing on four women who live in The Ivy, the sexiest building in Hong Kong. There's Alex, a local gym
instructor with a broken heart. Her room mate Nat, a celebrated American writer who moved to Hong Kong for love. Their upstairs neighbour Maddie, a workaholic investment banker. And the penthouse inhabitant, Isabella, a
psychiatrist who's lived in the city for fifteen years. Romances develop and untangle as these four women get to know each other better.
Killmore Series Box Set
There She Goes
(Books 1-3)
An 8-book Women’s Fiction Boxed Set
A French Kiss with Death
Kiss the Girls
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things. We do things, things that make us unfeeling. Thatʼs the price of power and money, of living la belle vie and running the French mafia. Then she came along like a pretty wildflower pushing through the cracks on a dirty pavement̶fragile yet
resilient, a breath of beauty among the filth. She was supposed to be just another job, a nameless person I was to pluck from her life and hand to my brother, nothing but a pawn in the gamble of our diamond business. Thereʼs a psychological label for men like us. We lack empathy and guilt. We do
things to have what we want, things that make flowers wilt. The box set contains: Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) Other books in the Diamond Magnate Collection: Beauty in the Broken (Standalone)
This book is for mature adults. Summer is a time when temperatures rise and passion heats to a boiling point. The Summer Heat boxed set contains 4 books in this heat induced steamy M/M Romance series, where each story burns, ignites into a fire, cools with the end of summer into a boiling HEA
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love story. If you enjoy heat with your M/M Romance, HEA, this boxed set will captivate you on entering into the lives of Chase and Peter, Morgan and Nicky with one of a kind unexpected appearances with the men from the Boys with Toys series. Key words gay lgbt erotica bundle, Free 1st book in
series, Contemporary Romance Ebook,Contemporary Gay Erotic Romance: BDSM, Free, New Adult gay Erotica, Billionaire erotica lgbt, Adult, Dominant, Possessive, Alpha Male, First Kiss, HEA, HFN, Love, College, Bad Boy Modern, Millennial, Hot, Passionate, Steamy, Series, Male Protagonist,
Main Character, First Person POV, 2019, US, UK, CA, AU, EU, Suspense, Mystery, Nerd, Short Story, Trilogy, Holiday, College, YA, Young Adult, Anthology, Hottest, Authors, Writers, Well written, Popular, Funny, Bestselling, Books, Novels, Ebooks, Paperbacks, Fiction Daddy/boy, enemies to
lovers, friends to lovers gay erotica UK gay erotica, UK gay mm romance, mm romance, UK lgbt romance, UK mm erotic romance
This Amazon bestseller is chick-lit with a bang! Discover all six titles of Camilla Monk's wacky, sappy, high-octane Spotless series. #1 - Spotless Island Chaptal̶nerdy IT engineer by day, romance novel junkie by night̶just walked into her messy New York apartment to find Mr. Right waiting for her.
No, wait…Mr. Clean. A gentleman professional killer with a bad case of OCD and zero tolerance for unsorted laundry, March wants the diamond her late mother stole for a sinister criminal organization. Island agrees to help him find it. Racing from Paris to Tokyo against villains who dismember first
and ask questions later, the buttoned-up Island quickly develops a taste for the fast life, and for her brooding captor's impeccable manners and sexy chest hair. But can she survive falling for a hitman? #2 - Beating Ruby March and Island are back, but there's a new player in the game... Life hasnʼt
been quite the same for computer engineer Island Chaptal since March, an OCD-ridden professional killer, burst into her life to clean her bedroom and take her on a global chase for a legendary diamond... before he broke her heart. Since then, Island has found solace in Alex̶the perfect
boyfriend̶and Ruby, a software project about to revolutionize online banking security…for the worse. When Islandʼs boss is found dead after allegedly using Ruby to steal a vast fortune, itʼs up to her to clear his name and recover the money. From New York to Zürich, itʼs going to take the return of a
cleaning expert, a mini-octopus, and Islandʼs wits to beat Ruby. All while deciding whether to trust a man who already jilted her, or one who may have his own deadly secrets… #3 - Crystal Whisperer Sweet Raptor Jesus, this is it! Or maybe not... Island Chaptal is enjoying a pleasant break in SouthAfrica with reformed cleaning expert March, and she's looking forward to her long-awaited first time... until a commercial flight disintegrates over the Atlantic, killing hundreds, and Island's supervillain dad makes the news as the mastermind behind the attack. Old Lion Dries is now on the run, and he
calls upon his last ally ̶and favorite disciple̶ March. From the streets of Venice to the turquoise waters of French Polynesia, March and Island embark on a deadly race against the clock to find out what secrets lie behind Driesʼs downfall. This time, however, there might just be no winning against
the enigmatic Crystal Whisperer's terrifying weapon... #4 - Butterfly in Amber He's waiting for you... Under a blanket of snow, surrounded by dark woods and a frozen sea, lies an ogre's castle. There lives a little princess, trapped in the maze of her own mind. On a battlefield where the past meets the
present stand a fairy godmother and a pirate, an old ice cream man and a knight in shining clean armor... The clock is ticking fast, and to pierce the ogre's secrets and defeat him, Island Chaptal will have to fight to remember...and stay alive. #4.5 - Apache Strike Force, a Spotless Novella With his
nose-mounted sensor, night vision system and 30 mm chain gun, Simon Halder isnʼt your average helicopter dad, and when Island, the daughter he thought he had lost, reappears after eight months of captivity, someoneʼs gonna have to pay. That someone is Islandʼs new boyfriend: the man people
just call March.
Join Alex Cross on his most terrifying murder case yet in this #1 New York Times bestseller and one of PBS's "100 Great American Reads." In Los Angeles, a reporter investigating a series of murders is killed. In Chapel Hill, North Carolina, a beautiful medical intern suddenly disappears. In the sequel
to Along Came a Spider, Washington D.C.'s Alex Cross is back to solve the most baffling and terrifying murder case ever. Two clever pattern killers are collaborating, cooperating, competing-and they are working coast to coast.
Bleacke Shifters Series Box Set 1
A Stage Kiss
Billionaires and Brides (A First in a Series Collection)
The Theatreland Series
The Chasing Series: Box Set Two
The Kissing Booth
Nightmares eventually become reality and Leia is thrust face to face with Devil. She never planned for her life to end up with an abusive husband, a corrupt boyfriend, and being used by everyone including the Feds. Lies are told to protect people. Leia becomes Laurie while in witness protection. In
time, some people die, truths are revealed, and Laurie is forced to chose--to either fight or give up completely and let the Devil have her soul. Will she be able to outwit the Devil or will she die trying? An action-packed, espionage romantic suspense thriller series (2 books) that will keep you on the
edge of your seat!
Micky thought she was straight, until she met Robin... Micky Ferro has lived her entire life according to other people's expectations. She married a man, had two children, and became a dutiful stay-at-home mom in suburban Sydney. Until she realized that her picture-perfect life wasn't making her
happy. On the first anniversary of her divorce, Micky decides it's time for the next step in her journey and gets a job at her neighborhood coffeeshop, The Pink Bean. Becoming a barista sparks a big change in Micky's daily routine, but could loud-spoken American customer Robin do the same for her
love life? Don't miss the first book in this heart-warming series from the bestselling author of the French Kissing and High Rise series. Every book in this series can be read as a stand-alone without having read the other instalments. THE PINK BEAN SERIES: 1. No Strings Attached 2. Beneath the
Surface 3. Everything Between Us 4. This Foreign Affair 5. Water Under Bridges 6. No Other Love 7. Love Without Limits 8. Crazy For You 9. More Than Words
Crazy For You is Book 8 in Harper Bliss' acclaimed Pink Bean Series.
A French Kiss with Death: Steve McQueen and the Making of Le Mans: The Man--The Race--The Cars--The Movie examines the life of actor Steve McQueen, the films in which he appeared and his love affair with the many cars and motorcycles he owned during his lifetime. The book details the
history of the 24 Hours of Le Mans and the backgrounds of Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Lola, Matra and Porsche leading up to the 1970 Manufacturers' Championship Series. You're there when Steve hones his driving skills in his Porsche 908 at Willow Springs, Phoenix and Riverside; and at the 1970
Daytona 24 Hours, 12 Hours of Sebring, and 24 Hours of Le Mans, on which the film Le Mans was based. A major portion of the book gives a detailed behind-the-scenes account of the making of Le Mans--from start to finish--with insightful and entertaining stories from some of the key players
involved in the making of the film, both from behind the cameras and behind the wheels of the more than 25 cars used during the production: Alfa Romeos, Corvettes, Chevrons, Ferraris, Porches, Lotas, & Matras. Chapters: 1. Author's Notes 2. Foreword 3. Wheels & Reels 4. The Man and the
Machine 5. Twice Around the Clock 6. Havin' A Ball 7. Rules & Regulations 8. Alfa Romeo 9. Ferrari 10. Lola, 11. Matra 12. Porsche 13. 24 Hours of Daytona 14. Getting Competitive 15. 12 Hours of Sebring 16. Test Weekend 17. Cracks in the Facade 18. The Making of Le Mans
The Falling Series Boxed Set - Books 1-3
Crazy For You
Women's Historical Fiction
French Kissing: Seasons 1-3
No Strings Attached
Steve McQueen and the Making of Le Mans : the Man, the Race, the Cars, the Movie
This scorching hot collection bundles ten lesbian erotica short stories from Harper Bliss. The settings vary from bars to gyms and the characters range from tennis players to cut throat lawyers, but, as always, all these tales feature... Girls Only.
Z-Burbia: A Post Apocalyptic Zombie Adventure Novel Description- When the zombie apocalypse hits the quiet Asheville, NC subdivision of Whispering Pines, the residents don't turn to the police or the military. Nope. They rely on their iron-fisted Home Owners
Association! Which Jace Stanford and his family aren’t too keen on. Undead hordes are hard enough to deal with in a post-apocalyptic hellscape, who needs HOA fines too? Filled with blood, gore, plenty of bad jokes, cannibals, dreaded HOA covenants, and a
whole lot of snark, Z-Burbia is guaranteed to thrill and entertain! Welcome to life in Z-Burbia! Reviews- “The first novel in Jake Bible’s series Z-Burbia hooked me. What appeared to be a jokey take on zombie fiction quickly develops some great characters and
story.” -BoingBoing.net “For those still not convinced about the zombie genre, Z-Burbia is worth a read if only for its female characters: Jake Bible doesn’t have time for vapid whimpering damsels in distress. Oh no. Bible’s characters are thinking, acting, feisty
sorts.” -Lee Murray, Bram Stoker Award-winning novelist Z-Burbia 2: Parkway To Hell: Description- With Whispering Pines refusing to give up and die, Jace “Long Pork” Stanford has nothing better to do than find out who the heavily-armed newcomers in town
are. Well, while he’s not busy dealing with the ever present Z hordes. Or running for his life from paramilitary mercenaries. Or possibly blowing up more of the zombie-infested city because he can’t help pressing buttons. Buttons are meant to be pressed, even in
the apocalypse, right? Looks like it’s just another day in Z-Burbia! Z-Burbia 3: Estate of the Dead: Description- Jace Stanford has lost family, friends, and his arm to the zombie apocalypse that hit his subdivision of Whispering Pines. But he’s also gained
something he never in a million years would have thought would be a plus: the cannibal savant known as Elsbeth. Now Jace needs Elsbeth’s help more than ever. But is she up to the task when her past is revealed? A past that is possibly more shocking than the
zombie apocalypse itself? Jace is gonna find out the hard way. And, as everyone knows, in Z-Burbia the hard way usually means a whole lot of people are going to die! Welcome back to Z-Burbia, y’all! Z-Burbia 4: Cannibal Road: Description- Forced out of
Asheville, Jace Stanford’s family, along with a convoy of suburbanites, misfits, criminals, and soldiers, must battle their way through the I-40 corridor of Eastern Tennessee. When they are separated from their friends and allies in Knoxville, the Stanfords have to
rely on their skills as post-apocalyptic survivors to fight off the Zs, insane Vols fans, homicidal sorority girls, and the most deadly of the post-apocalyptic threats- cannibal gangs! No longer are the Stanfords trying to survive day by day, but hour by hour and
minute by minute, as they flee Z-Burbia and race through the hellscape of Cannibal Road! Reviews- “Once again Mr. Bible has cracked me up in the zombie apocalypse! Jace is still funny as hell, I love him. Elsbeth is still bad ass and she is my favorite. Stella and
the kids brought out some cans of whoop ass as well!” -Melissa Martin, 5-star Goodreads review “I'm running out of things to say about how much I love this series. Each book is just as good as the last.” -Jennifer Wheeler, 5-star Goodreads review Z-Burbia 5:
The Bleeding Heartland: Description- The American Midwest was a bucolic landscape that didn’t quite adjust to the zombie apocalypse. Instead of open arms and welcoming faces, there are now open mouths and ravenous Zs. The blue collar drive to work hard
has become a red-mouthed hunger for flesh. Jace Stanford, his family, and the rag tag bunch of Whispering Pines survivors, private military contractors, laborers, and former (hopefully?) cannibals now must face the vast, exposed space of America’s Heartland in
order to get to a possible sanctuary in the post-apocalyptic ruins of Boulder, Colorado. Just a simple convoy from point A to point B, right? Yeah, right. Nothing is ever simple in Z-Burbia! Z-Burbia 6: Rocky Mountain Die: Description- With the plains to their
backs, Jace Stanford and crew are just steps from their destination: the Stronghold of Boulder, CO. All they have to do is battle the mega-powerful, corporate/political/military entity that is the Consortium, survive the brainwashed killing machines that call
themselves the Sisters, and deal with a mad scientist hell bent on making life really, really hard for everyone because he’s just a f*ing jerk. Not a problem! If anyone can get his friends and family through a nightmare like this, it’s Jace Stanford! What’s that?
There’s a horde of zombies that’s close to half a million strong coming for them all? Okay, everyone’s screwed… It is Z-Burbia after all! Other books by Jake Bible: By Series: The Apex Trilogy (Dead Mech, The Americans, Metal & Ash) The Kaiju Winter Series
Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! Black Box Inc. Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy The Salvage Merc One Series Fighting Iron Series Dead Team Alpha Series The
AntiBio Series Reign of Four By Genre: Post-Apocalyptic- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team Alpha Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Fighting Iron Series The AntiBio Series The Kaiju Winter Series Zombies!- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team Alpha
Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Science Fiction- Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! The Flipside Sagas The Salvage Merc One Series Drop Team Zero Outpost Hell Galactic Vice Agent Prime Dead Mech/The Apex
Trilogy Fighting Iron Series Mech Corps Reign of Four The AntiBio Series In Perpetuity Thriller/Action/Adventure- Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Blood Cruise Agent Prime Galactic Vice Horror- The ZBurbia Series Blood Cruise Stone Cold Bastards Fantasy/Urban Fantasy/Dark Fantasy- Black Box Inc. Series Stone Cold Bastards EverRealm YA/MG Novels- ScareScapes! (middle grade scifi adventure Intentional Haunting (2014 Bram Stoker Award Finalist- YA
horror) Little Dead Man (YA zombie apocalypse) By Series: The Apex Trilogy (Dead Mech, The Americans, Metal & Ash) Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter Series The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! Black Box Inc.
Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy The Salvage Merc One Series Fighting Iron Series Dead Team Alpha Series The AntiBio Series The Kaiju Winter Series Reign of Four Genres- zombie apocalypse, post-apocalyptic, dark humor, satire Keywords: zombies, postapocalyptic, walking dead, George Romero, undead, post apocalyptic Key Phrases: apocalyptic fiction, apocalyptic books, post-apocalypse books, zombie apocalypse satire, post-apocalyptic books, post-apocalyptic fiction, post-apocalyptic collection, zombie
apocalypse survival kit, zombie apocalypse books, George Romero books
A boxed set of the three books in the Walnut Grove Romance series. 1. We Can Laugh Together Too 2. His Past Came Calling 3. No Smoke Without Fire Each book in the trilogy follows young widow Livi as she meets and falls in love with Matt, a veterinarian.
They first meet when he arrives at the California horse farm she’s struggling to run single handed following the tragic death of her husband and their farm manager in a road accident. We Can Laugh Together Too A year ago, Livi was tragically widowed and
faced with the daunting prospect of running a thoroughbred horse farm alone. Matt is a veterinarian with a reputation for unreliability. Livi and Matt are brought together by an injured foal. Despite the fact that neither of them is interested in embarking on any
kind of a romance, a growing mutual attraction is undeniable. Both support each other as even further complications develop. But Matt is only working locally temporarily, he'll soon be gone . The setting for this romance series is the beautiful Santa Ynez Valley
as well as the wild Central California Coast. With a great descriptive talent, Cindy Baker takes her readers by the hand and molds them into the scenery as they follow the story in the second chance romance. Will a love story develop? Will Matt move on leaving
Livi behind? This contemporary romance novel has been described as “. . . a great story that allows you curl up and escape into on a cozy evening . . .” What more do you need to tug at your heartstrings than a handsome veterinarian in sexy scrubs and a young,
widowed mother, struggling to survive? His Past Came Calling Escape to California's beautiful Santa Ynez Valley and follow the heartwarming love story between Livi, widowed with a young daughter, and Matt, the handsome vet, who befriended her, then set out
to win her broken heart. This is the second book in the Walnut Grove Series. The first book,‘We Can Laugh Together Too’ quickly earned the following impressive review: After meeting and falling in love with locum veterinarian, Dr. Matt Allen, recently widowed
Livi Leonard thought the seemingly insurmountable trials and tribulations that had been dogging her life for the past year were, at last, over. But this proves not to be the case. Livi’s fifteen year old daughter, Chrissy, vanishes without trace while riding her
newly acquired horse in the foothills of the San Rafael Mountains, bordering the farm where they live, and the investigating detectives seem to view Matt as their prime suspect. Far from ceasing, Livi’s problems seem to be escalating. Surely the man she adores
and she believes adores her could not turn out to be so calculating and deceiving. No Smoke Without Fire After the trauma of her daughter, Chrissy being abducted by Karen, her new love’s jealous ex-partner, Livi hopes her life, in the idyllic setting of
California’s Santa Ynez Valley, may finally settle down. This is not to be. Karen continues to explore ways to torment Livi with the clear intention of driving Livi and Matt apart. But the love for each other that Livi and Matt discovered endures and grows stronger.
Karen’s plotting does not overcome the bonds they’ve forged. This contemporary adult romance novel has been described as “. . . a great story that allows you curl up and escape into on a cozy evening . . .” It's the first novel in the Walnut Grove second chances
trilogy. What more do you need to tug at your heartstrings than a handsome veterinarian in sexy scrubs and a young, widowed mother, struggling to survive? Everyone loves a romance on the ranch! To immerse yourself, click the Buy Button Now!
Immerse yourself in three seasons of fast-paced lesbian romance, set in the most romantic city in the world At over 800 pages with more than 100 5-star reviews, French Kissing is serialised fiction at its most dramatic, romantic and steamy. Perfect for binge
reading! Paris... City of lights, City of love, City of drama! French Kissing follows a group of Parisian women as they navigate the stormy waters of love and life. Claire and Juliette have been best friends for twenty years. Together they own a successful PR agency,
but their journey to success has come at a price. Juliette and her partner Nadia have drifted apart after ten years together while Claire hasn’t been on a real date for as long as she can remember. Meanwhile, their happily single employee Steph is getting a bit
too close to a new, high-profile client. Warning: This title contains sensual language, ladies making love and possibly more feelings than you can process.
Spotless Series Boxed Set (5 books)
Girls Only: The Collection
The Zenith Series Boxset Volume 2
Diary of a Crush: French Kiss
French Kissing Series Box Set: Seasons 1-5
DECADES, Park Avenue Series Book #1

When Anna's romance-novelist father sends her to an elite American boarding school in Paris for her senior year of high school, she reluctantly goes, and meets an amazing boy who becomes her best friend, in spite of the fact that they both want something
more.
This bundle contains Chasing Paradise, Chasing Forever & Chasing Mrs. Knightly. Approximately 600 Pages. Be consumed in intense passion and their one of a kind nonsensical love. How will they even try to move past the LIES, BETRAYAL and
JEALOUSY? Could they fight off the magnetic attraction or will they submit and surrender to it? An orphan at the age of seven, there was one thing that Sienna Richards didn't do easily--give her heart. She made that mistake once by trusting and giving her
heart to her childhood best friend and ex-boyfriend, Kyle Matthews. When Sienna left for London to study, she was taken aback when Kyle told her that he's been seeing someone else. Hurt and betrayed, Sienna decided to fly back to LA to confront him. The
whole idea of "closure" was definitely a bad idea. She immediately left, deflated and aggrieved. Back in London, Sienna was surprised when her very good friend, the magnetic Blake Knightly, seemed to be determined to have her. Blake was relentless but
will not settle until he gets ALL of Sienna. Women clamored to be the handsome aristocratic Blake. Who could possibly resist a compelling man that drew such power and commanded attention by simply just breathing? When Sienna was about to give in,
fate stepped in and muddled her mind and heart once again. Kyle moves to London to be close to her. If Sienna thought her life was in shambles before, she should think again. Chasing Series Order: Chasing Beautiful Chasing Imperfection Chasing
Paradise Chasing Diaries (Companion Novella) Chasing Forever Chasing Mrs. Knightly
Find out why readers worldwide are captivated by the Color of Heaven Series in this 8-book collection from USA Today bestselling author Julianne MacLean. Full of surprising twists and turns, these fast-paced, emotionally gripping tales about characters
who overcome seemingly insurmountable odds—and find love in the process—will leave you amazed and inspired. This boxed set is 40% off the original list price of the individual novels—an incredible savings. The collection also includes, as bonus content,
the author’s suggestions for book club discussions. Book 1: The Color of Heaven A deeply emotional tale about Sophie Duncan, whose near-death experience unlocks shocking secrets from her past, and teaches her what it means to truly live...and love.
Book 2: The Color of Destiny More than a decade after being pressured to give up her child in a teenage pregnancy, Kate Worthington crosses paths with a captivating man who makes her question the possibility of destiny. Book 3: The Color of Hope Diana
Moore’s life is turned upside down when she learns of a mysterious woman who works nearby – a woman who is her identical mirror image. Book 4: The Color of a Dream While recovering from a heart transplant, Nadia Carmichael is haunted by a recurring
dream that sets her on an extraordinary, life-changing path to discover the identity of her donor. Book 5: The Color of a Memory Still grieving from the loss of her heroic firefighter husband, ER nurse Audrey Fitzgerald meets a woman who has some secret,
unexplained connection to her husband. Book 6: The Color of Love A year after Carla Matthews’ husband goes missing in a plane crash, a man is found floating on an iceberg in the North Atlantic, uttering her name. Is it possible he will come home to her at
last, or does fate have other plans in store? Book 7: The Color of the Season When a brave Boston cop is shot in the line of duty, a profound experience on the operating table leads him to Leah James, an enigmatic doctor who somehow holds the key to
both his past and his future... Book 8: The Color of Joy Riley and Lois James are devastated when their newborn vanishes from the hospital. As the police close in, strange clues about the baby’s whereabouts begin to emerge, and soon a surprising twist of
events challenges everything Riley ever believed about love and the existence of miracles. “Julianne MacLean knows what her audience likes...compelling characters and a soul-baring journey of love." – Reader to Reader "I never know what to say about a
Julianne MacLean book, except to say YOU HAVE TO READ IT." - AllRomanceReader.ca
Borrowing Bentley Bentley Maisy Turner and I had been butting heads since we were 5 years old. That girl knew all my buttons and loved to push ’em. Folks said we had a love/hate relationship, but I’d never felt much of the love, from her side, that is. So
when I got roped into working side by side with her, I was expecting sparks to fly—I just thought they’d be from us rubbing each other the wrong way, not the right one. Maisy When scandal broke in Wishing Well and I was called in to right the wrongs, I
jumped at the chance to finally be seen as an individual, and not just a Turner Triplet. I was prepared to do whatever it took to advance my career and stand on my own two feet...even if it meant working side by side with him. Bentley Calhoun had been a
thorn in my side since kindergarten. He was like an annoying itch that drove me crazy. Problem with itches was, it felt so good to scratch ’em. Loving Jackson Jackson I was known for 2 things: my career and bachelorhood. The former had a lot do with the
latter. As a cinematographer I’d spent my life traveling the world, leaving no time for anything else—including love. But one NSFW text from a hot redhead whose beauty and charm made everyone she met instantly fall in love with her had me rethinking my
priorities. Josie I was known for 2 things: a scandal in my teens and being the granddaughter of Hollywood Royalty from the Golden Age. Thanks to the former, I’d spent my adult life closed off from love. But one unfortunate autocorrect incident sent to a sexy
man with a commanding presence and a smile that made my toes curl might just change all of that. Educating Holden Holden In the blink of an eye, my whole world changed. One minute I was riding high at the peak of my career, the next I woke up flat on
my back in a hospital bed. Returning to my hometown a broken man had never been part of the plan. Neither was my best friend’s little sister, the only woman I’d ever loved, and the person who had always been off-limits. All my life I’d run away from my
feelings for her, which was a lot easier before I looked out my bedroom window and saw her naked. Olivia Nothing in my life ever changed. I went to bed at the same time. Woke up at the same time. Saw the same people. It was a Groundhog Day existence.
I had to shake things up. When my brother’s best friend and my lifelong crush, suffers a career-ending injury that lands him back in Wishing Well & living next door, I figure I this is my chance. What have I got to lose...besides my dignity and clothes, that is?
Kissing Beau Beau Exes & weddings don’t mix. I hate weddings. So when my first love, who I hadn’t seen in ten years since she cheated on me with and married my best friend, slid into the seat beside me and announced that she was getting a divorce, I
almost got up and left. I should have. I spent the entire wedding fielding questions about my ex being there. I was just about to leave before the first dance when I saw a woman that made me forget everything, including where I was...so I stuck around. Sasha
Heartbreak & alcohol don’t mix. I love weddings. So when I showed up unannounced at my grandma’s house after finding out my live-in boyfriend/on-screen husband was a cheating pig and she asked me to be her plus one, I figured it might cheer me up to
see true love. I was wrong. I spent the entire wedding fielding questions about the show and my soon-to-be ex, which is why I may have had one too many cocktails before the first dance. I was about to make a graceful exit when I saw a man that made me
forget any other man on the planet even existed. I mean, one more drink couldn’t hurt.
The Walnut Grove Romance Series Boxed Set
A Novel
Your French Kisses
gay erotic romance, mm romance, gay mm, friends to lovers, mm love, mm erotica, bundle, box set
Number 1 in series

This is the Covert Series Box Set for the first three books in the Covert Series! It includes: Covert Assignment, Covert Interview, and Covert Cover Cracked. Meet Elle Paquet, an aspiring Information
Scientist (21st century term for Librarian), who thinks she has life all planned out as she is set to graduate from college when the CIA makes her a job offer that changes her life. Adulthood is nothing
like she expects as she transitions from geek to super spy and has to figure out how to manage work and romance, from fun flings to true love.
Go on the journey that is the rest of Zenith’s story… The now famous rock band Zenith continues to bind together and affect its band members and the people they care about. Follow the next generation of
those touched by this band’s success in the stories of their daughters. Rob’s three stepdaughters, Kayla, Kathy and Karlee as well as and Nick’s daughter, Jody are now all grown up and finding their own
places in the world… despite the fame that Zenith’s success surrounds them in. See who they are, where they end up and the romance that will enter and change their lives… Read these stories now! Zenith’s
Legacy Zenith in Love Zenith’s Legend Zenith’s Promise Key words: almost rock star contemporary romance new adult, boss self-made billionaire savior friends to lovers, love triangle rock star
psychological, opposites attract, love triangle older brother long series reads, dark to light, dark and gritty, real, raw
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Read Free French Kissing Series Box Set: Seasons 1 3
Paranormal Romance and Urban Fantasy fans will become enchanted with this deliciously dark and scandalous series by International Bestselling Author Emily Bex. It's everything vampire romances should be
made of! "Blood Covenant combines the hedonistic jet-setting pleasures of BILLIONAIRE ROMANCE and the dirty little secret thrills of a DEAD SEXY VAMPIRE!" - Katalina Leon, USA Today Bestselling Author
"This series is going to HIT THE CHARTS... what an epic tale. Thank you Emily from a NEW FAN!" - Cheryl, Amazon Reviewer When he met her, he knew how it would end. Shade Medici, a warrior king and sole
male heir to the dynasty, is expected to mate and produce an heir to secure the continuation of the Medici coven. He's waited over five hundred years for the right mate, and when he meets Kate Reese, his
attraction is more than primal - it's merciless. She's also mortal. Kate is fresh off a broken engagement and reluctant to open her heart, but her hesitations are no match for the unrelenting pursuits of
the vampire king. Their passion for each other is searing...and not everyone is happy about it. Namely the ruling Council. As they fight against deceit, treachery, and those who aim to see their love
fail, Shade also struggles to control his impulses as Kate is immersed into his dark and dangerous world, but it's imperative he prepare her for the changes that will be demanded of her should she choose
to bind herself to him through the blood covenant. All that scorches and glitters isn't gold, and she quickly learns that falling in love with a vampire comes at a hefty price: It may just cost her
everything. "Scorching", "riveting", and hailed as "the NEXT BIG THING", The Medici Warrior Series follows the exploits of a vampire dynasty that spans four generations in a multi-genre novel with
elements of paranormal, smoldering romance, and historical fiction. Get your copy today! Your vampire king is waiting...
Will they ever share more than a stage kiss? 'A delightful romantic read set amidst the drama, hopes and dreams of aspiring stage stars - a must for theatre lovers!' GRACE LOWRIE, author of Before We Fall
Escape with this charming romance, perfect for fans of Sue Moorcroft and Miranda Dickinson. When aspiring actress Julie Farrell meets actor Zac Diaz, she is instantly attracted to him, but he shows no
interest in her. Julie, who has yet to land her first professional acting role, can't help wishing that her life was more like a musical, and that she could meet a handsome man who'd sweep her into his
arms and tap-dance her along the street... After early success on the stage, Zac has spent the last three years in Hollywood, but has failed to forge a film career. Now back in London, he is determined to
re-establish himself as a theatre actor. Focused solely on his work, he has no time for distractions, and certainly no intention of getting entangled in a committed relationship... Auditioning for a new
West End show, Julie and Zac act out a love scene, but will they ever share more than a stage kiss? ________ Readers LOVE Lynne's swoon-worthy romances: 'A fantastic author and brilliant read! Highly
recommend this to everyone. A page turner from start to end. My favourite new author in recent years!' Amazon reviewer 'Engaging and entertaining, thoroughly enjoyable. Lynne clearly knows her subject and
creates likeable and believable characters' Amazon reviewer 'The story is just wonderful... the way the author creates the world her characters inhabit is just sensational, and so very real' Amazon
reviewer 'Really lovely escapist fiction. I thoroughly enjoyed the easy pace, it's perfect for a summer holiday read or a commute' Amazon reviewer 'I loved the characters and the twists and turns of this
story. An engaging, well-written and fun read. Highly recommended' Amazon reviewer 'I haven't been able to put this one down! It's a great read with gorgeous characters... Definitely a perfect read!'
NetGalley reviewer for The Summer of Taking Chances
High Rise (the Complete Collection)
box set of Book 1-5 of the Action! Series
Bleacke's Geek, Geek Chic, and A Bleacke Wind
The Blood Covenant: Book One of The Medici Warrior Series
To do list for my last day of my Paris vacation... 1. Walk along the river 2. Visit all the chocolate shops in the city 3. Wander along the cobblestoned streets. Things I don't expect to happen... 1.
Meet a charming Englishman while strolling along the Seine 2. Spend the afternoon with him exploring Paris, and kissing. So many French kisses... 3. Board a plane that night wishing I'd gotten his last
name. Besides, you can't fall for someone in one day, especially when you live a world apart...
French Kissing Series Box Set: Seasons 1-5Ladylit Publishing
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